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[57] ABSTRACT

A star scanner on a spin stabilized spacecraft includes
a reticle with a pair of slits having different separa-
tions as a function of the spacecraft vertical plane, to
form a "V" slit. The time between a star image cross-
ing one of the slits relative to a reference telemetry
time provides an indication of azimuth angle. The time
between the image crossing the two slits provides an
indication of elevation angle of the star. If a star clus-
ter is detected such that two stars pass the slits in less
time than normally required for a single star to cross
the two slits, an indication of the cluster occurrence is
derived. Means are provided to prevent effective de-
tection of large celestial bodies, such as the sun or
moon.

3 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures
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STAR SCANNER tion from only one star to pass through both slits to the
photodetector. To provide an indication of erroneous

ORIGIN OF THF INVFNTION information arising in this manner, the present inven-
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION tjon inc|udes means for detecting if three pulses are de-

1. Field of Invention 5 rived from the photodetector within a predetermined
The present invention relates generally to star scan- time interval less than the maximum time required for

ners and, more particularly, to a star scanner including radiation from one star to pass both reticle slits,
a reticle with a pair of slits having differing separations. It is, accordingly, an object of the present invention

to provide a new and improved spacecraft star scanner.
2. BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE IN- 10

VENTION Another object of the invention is to provide a new
The apparatus of the present invention includes and improved spin stabilized spacecraft star scanner

means for determining the azimuth and elevation an- utilizing a reticle that provides an accurate indication
gles of a star being scanned by an optical system on a of star position and which utilizes only one star detec-
spin stabilized spacecraft. The scanner has a "V" slit 15 tor.
reticle including a pair of slits having a differing separa- Another object of the invention is to provide a new
tion to generate two pulses in response to each star and improved star scanner for enabling large celestial
above a predetermined magnitude. As the spacecraft bodies to be discriminated from star images,
rotates about its axis that extends generally parallel to A further object of the invention is to provide a new
the longitudinal direction of the slits, images of the star 20 and improved system for increasing signal-to-noise
cross the reticle field of view. ratio of a radiation detector by utilizing a detected

Generally, in the prior art, systems for determining image as normalizing source.
elevation having included means for deriving a refer- An additional object of the invention is to provide a
ence pulse once during each spin revolution of the new and improved star scanner utilizing a "V" slit reti-
spacecraft by responding to a star having a relatively 25 c|e and wherein erroneous results due to star clusters
fixed position, such as Polaris. Systems of this type re- are indicated.
quire apparatus for viewing the fixed position star and The above and still further objects, features and ad-
are subject to error because spacecraft spin is not con- vantages of the present invention will become apparent
slant; typically, spacecraft spin is 30±6 rpm so that as upon consideration of the following detailed descrip-
much as a ±20 percent deviation in spacecraft spin can 30 tion of one specific embodiment thereof, especially
occur. To avoid errors that can occur because of the when taken in conjunction with the accompanying
deviation and eliminate the requirement for a trans- drawing.
ducer responsive to the fixed body radiation, the pres- DFSPRIPTION OF THF DRAWING
ent invention includes means for deriving azimuth in- BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
formation by measuring the occurrence time between 35 FIG. 1 is a schematic view illustrating a spinning
a telemetry clock source and the occurrence of radia- spacecraft containing an optical system and data pro-
tion passing through one of the reticle slits. cessing system in accordance with the present inven-

An additional feature of the invention is that large ce- tion;
lestial radiating bodies are distinguished from point FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of the optical system
source, star images and large body signals are not pro- 40 included in the spacecraft of FIG. 1;
cessed. This result is attained by including electronic FIG. 3 is a plan view of one embodiment of a reticle
circuitry responding to the trailing edge of a received included in the optical system;
image and inhibiting passage of trailing edges which FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the data processing ap-
occur more than a predetermined time after a leading paratus in the spacecraft; and
edge. The predetermined time is less than the time re- FIG. 5 is a more detailed block diagram of the dis-
quired for a large celestial body image to pass the reti- criminator and more than one star detector of the FIG.
cle slit. 4 block diagram.

Another feature of the invention is that signal-to- nFTAI, Fn nFSPRlPTlON OF THF HRAWINP
noise ratio is increased by utilizing a discriminator that DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
is normalized in response to the amplitude of the re- Reference is now made to FIG. 1 of the drawing
ceived star image. The result is achieved by providing wherein there is illustrated a spin stabilized spacecraft
a relatively short effective delay for the magnitude of 11 which rotates at a relatively constant rate, such as
a received star image and feeding a portion of the de- 30±6 revolutions per minute, about its spin axis 12,
layed signal amplitude to an amplitude comparator that which can be considered as a local vertical axis and
is also responsive to the amplitude of received radia- which lies wholly within the spacecraft elevation plane,
tion. The comparator derives a finite output only in the Positioned on spacecraft 11 is an optical system 13 hav-
interval while the fraction of the delayed received en- ing an optical axis 14 that is displaced relative to spin
ergy is greater than the actual magnitude of the re- axis 12 and a local horizontal, i.e. azimuth, plane of the
ceived energy, which interval occurs only for a short ... spacecraft at right angles to axis 12. As spacecraft 11
time period after radiation from the detected celestial spins about axis 12, the optical system responds to light
body has ceased. frequency electromagnetic wave radiation propagating

The system of the present invention is subject to de- on axis 14, as emitted by celestial bodies, such as de-
riving erroneous indications of elevation position if a rived from a single point source, star 15, from clustered
star cluster occurs, if the clustered stars are so close to 65 point sources, stars 16 and 17, and from an apparently
each other that the radiation from adjacent stars passes larger body 18, which may be the sun or moon,
through one slit to a photodetector in a time interval Electronics included within spacecraft 11 derives in-
less than the time interval normally required for radia- formation indicative of the elevation and azimuth angle
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of star IS, provides an indication that meaningful ele- 24 and 25 are cloest to each other, take a shorte"r time
vation and azimuth information cannot be derived re- to cross the slits than those near the top of the V, where
garding the position of clustered stars 16 and 17, and the slits are spaced farther apart. The star crossing
provides no information regarding body 18. A ground times are measured by electronic means, described in-
station responds to signal indicative of the derived in- 5 fra, and transmitted as digital signals via a telemetry
formation and indication, as telemetered from the link to a ground station. By utilizing a clock source to
spacecraft to provide an indication of the spacecraft measure the image crossing time of slits 24, rather than
orientation. an indication of the spacecraft passing a reference

A schematic diagram of the optical system, in combi- point and measuring the time from the reference point
nation with a radiant energy to electrical transducer, is 10 to the crossing time of the image relative to slit 24,

• illustrated in FIG. 2. Lying along optical axis 14 and co- greater accuracy is provided and data are more easily
axial therewith is conically shaped light shield 21, assembled in the transmitted telemetry format, as dis-
within which is located focusing lens system 22. Light cussed infra. These results occur because the space-
from a distant image, such as star 15 is focused by lens craft spin velocity is not precisely fixed, but varies over
system 22 on a quartz reticle 23, that passes light 15 arangeof30±6 revolutions per minute. In addition, the
through a pair of slits 24 and 25 to a photomultiplier use of an internal clock, rather than a sensor, to derive
tube 26. Reticle 23 is positioned in proximity to the time reference pulses, reduces the system requirement
focal plane of 22 so that light passing through a pinhole expenses, since a further transducer is not required to
at the focal plane irradiates the reticle, which selec- generate an indication of the reference point crossing
lively passes it to photomultiplying light energy to elec- 20 time.
trie signal transducer 26. Optical axis 14, in one config- Reference is now made to FIG. 4 of the drawing
uration of the system, is set at an angle of approxi- wherein there is illustrated a circuit diagram of data
mately 37 degrees below the rotation plane of space- processing apparatus included in the present invention,
craft 11 and has a field of view of approximately 10° in The output of photomultiplier tube 26 is applied to a
elevation plane of the spacecraft, and of 5° in the azi- 25 variable gain amplifier 31, including a variable feed-
muth plane. back resistor 30 the value of which controls the ampli-

Reticle 23 preferably has a configuration, in plan fier gain and is set at one of several values depending
view, as illustrated in FIG. 3. In particular, the reticle upon the magnitude of the stars being scanned. The
is formed of an opaque quartz material that has trans- output of amplifier 31 is fed to discriminator 32, which
parent, straight line "V" slits or fiducial lines 24 and 25 30 derives an output signal in response to the trailing edge
formed therein so that slit 24 is parallel to the space- of a star detected by photomultiplier tube 26, provided
craft vertical axis and slit 25 is inclined to the vertical the star has an intensity above a predetermined level,
axis. The separation between slits 24 and 25 varies as such as the intensity associated with a +3 magnitude
a function of the vertical position of the slits from axis star. Discriminator 32 also includes means for deriving
14. The vertical extent of slits 24 and 25, in one partic- 35 star indicating output signals only in response to point
ular configuration, is approximately 0.7 inches and the sources, such as stars 15, 16, and 17; thereby, in re-
maximum separation between the slits is approximately sponse to the optical axis 14 crossing relatively large
0.35 inches, with a minimum separation of approxi- celestrial body 18, not output signal is derived from dis-
mately 0.03 inches. The reticle slits are selected to pro- criminator 32.
vide maximum signal-to-noise ratio, a result that is 40 The signal derived from discriminator 32 is applied
achieved by designing the slit width and lens system 22 in parallel to three channels 33, 34, and 35. Channels
such that when the star is in the center of the slit its 33 and 35 respectively enable the azimuth and eleva-
image extends from one edge of the slit to the other tion angles of a detected point source to be determined,
edge and does not extend beyond the slit edges; in one and channel 34 derives an output signal indicative of a
configuration each slit has a width of approximately cluster of stars 16 and 17 being detected. With the reti-
0.003 inches. If the slits were smaller the amount of cle of FIG. 3, a star cluster may provide erroneous in-
light passing through the'm would be decreased to cause formation if the cluster has adjacent stars which are de-
a decrease of the amplitude of derived signal pulses. If tected by photomultiplier tube 26 within the maximum
the slot width were increased the star image would be time required for a single star to cross both reticles,
smaller than the slot width so that there is a higher which is typically 50 milliseconds. In response to pho-
probability of stray light passing through the slits. - tomultiplier tube 26 deriving three or more adjacent

As the optical axis 14 sweeps past a star, such as star pulses within the 50 millisecond interval, more than
15, photomultiplier tube 26 generates a separate pulse one star detector 36, included within channel 34, and
in response to light energy from the detected star pass- described infra, derives a binary one signal to provide
ing through each of slits 24 and 25. The crossing time an indication that a star cluster has been detected and
of vertical slit 25 relative to an internally generated that azimuth and elevation angle information derived
clock pulse is proportional to the azimuth angle of the as a result of the star cluster radiation crossing the reti-
star, while the elapsed time between the star image cle does not provide independent data. The binary one
crossing from slit 24 to slit 25 is proportional to the ele- ,„ signal derived from detector 36 is fed to one stage sec-
vation angle of the star. Each star viewed by optical sys- tion 37 of a 24 stage shift register 38, where informa-
tem 13 thereby produces a characteristic "signature" tion is stored and read out periodically in response to
indicative of the position of the star relative to the telemetry command signals.
spacecraft orientation. Because of the inclination of slit Shift register 38 includes second and third sections
25 relative to slit 24, the time between the star optical 65 39 and 40 respectively having nine and 14 stages for
image crossing slits 24 and 25 provides an indication of storing information regarding the elevation and azi-
the vertical position of the star. For example, those muth angles of the detected star. The data stored in
stars which cross near the bottom of the V, where slits shift register 38 are periodically read out as a series bit
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train under" control of a clock source 42, which typi- To enable gate 58 to be correctly set if a star cluster
cally has a frequency of 800 Hertz. Pulses from clock is detected, as indicated by a binary one output of more
source 42 are fed in parallel to the 24 stages of shift than one star detector 36, the output of detector 36 is
register 38 by opening gate 43 for 24 bit times twice applied to a reset input of flipflop 59. In response to a
during each line of a telemetry frame transmitted from 5 .binary one signal being applied to the reset input of
the spacecraft to a ground station. Each telemetry flipflop 59, the flipflop is activated so that a binary one
frame typically includes 48 lines having 32 eight bit signal is derived from it on lead 61 to close gate 58.
words so that the azimuth, elevation, and cluster bit use Thereby, in response to the next pulse being derived by
three consecutive words at two approximately equally discriminator 32, which is indicative of a star image
displaced time slots in each line. 10 passing through slit 24, flipflop 59 is activated so that

The azimuth indicating signal supplied to shift regis- a binary one signal is derived from oscillator 45 until
ter section 40 is derived by providing a 14 bit recircu- gate 58 closes.
lating binary counter 44 which is responsive to a rela- The time indicating count stored in counter 63 is
lively high frequency signal derived from 6.4 KHz oscil- transferred to shift register 39 via transfer gates 64 in
lator 45, which is synchronized with the 800 Hertz 15 response to the elevation counter no longer receiving
source 42. Counter 44 is reset once every telemetry pulses from clock oscillator 45. To this end, transfer
frame in response to a signal derived from frame sync gates 64, one of which is provided between each of the
oscillator 46. Counter 44 thereby stores, at any time, an stages of counter 63 and the like numbered stages of
indication of the time relative to the beginning of a tel- shift register 39, are activated in response to the trailing
emetry frame. To monitor azimuth angle, the frame 20 edge of the voltage on lead 62. In response to transfer
time indicating signal stored in counter 44 is shifted gates 64 being open, the count stored in counter 63 is
through transfer gates 47 in response to a star image fed into the corresponding stages of shift register 39.
crossing slits 24. However, if a star image crosses slit 25 As indicated supra, twice during each telemetry line,
after having crossed slit 24, transfer gates 47 are not ac- at approximately equally displaced time intervals, the
tivated in response to the crossing of slit 25. Thereby, 25 signals stored in shift register stages 37, 39, and 40 are
shift register section 40 stores only azimuth indications read out in sequence to a telemetry transmitter in re-
resulting from images crossing slit 24 and is unrespon- sponse to shift pulses being applied to the register
sive to the following image crossings past slit 25. stages through gate 43. Thereby, if a star position has

To feed the contents of counter 44 to section 40, been detected, its azimuth and elevation are indicated
transfer gates 47 include one gate between each of the 30 by ^e sequentially derived bits read out of stages 39
stages of the counter and corresponding stages of shift and 40. If a star cluster, which cannot supply indepen-
register section 40, i.e., 14 gates are provided in trans- dent data regarding the elevation angle of the stars, is
fer gates 47. In response to radiation passing through detected within the interval, a binary one bit is derived
slit 24, the output of discriminator 32 is fed through in- in the bit stream at the location corresponding with
hibit gate 48 to enable each of the transfer gates. In- 35 stage 37.
hibit gate 48 is disabled to prevent passage of signals Reference is now made to FIG. 5 of the drawing
from discriminators 32 in the interval between the wherein there is illustrated a more detailed block dia-
crossing of an image past slit 24 and the maximum time gram of the apparatus included within discriminator 32
for the image to cross slit 25. To this end, the output and more than one star detector 36.
of discriminator 32 is fed to one shot circuit 49, which 40 Discriminator 32 is characterized by its ability to dis-
derives a binary one value for the maximum duration tinguish large body 18 from point sources, such as stars
between the time required for an image to cross from 15-17. Further, the discriminator includes means for
slit 24 to slit 25. The binary one level derived by circuit normalizing the system response as a function of the
49 is fed to the inhibit input of gate 48 to prevent out- magnitude of the radiation intensity from a detected
put signals of discriminators 32 from being fed to trans- star. The discriminator also includes means for discrim-
fer gates 47. With gates 47 enabled, the time indicating inating against stars that have a relatively low intensity,
count stored in counter 44 is fed through the gates to to increase signal to noise ratio. Typically, only stars
the respective stages of shift register section 40. having a brightness of greater than +3 are detected.

To derive an indication of the time between adjacent To these ends, star image pulses derived from ampli-
crossings of a star image past slits 24 and 25, pulses fier 31 are supplied to an amplitude discriminator 71,
from oscillator 45 are fed through gate 58 during the which derives a binary one output only in response to
time interval from the trailing edge of photomultiplier light radiation exceeding a predetermined magnitude,
tube 26 responding to energy passed through slit 24 to such as associated with stars having intensities greater
the time when the photomultiplier tube trailing edge ,, than a+3 magnitude. The output of amplitude discrim-
occurs in response to star energy passing slit 25. To this inator 71 subsists only as long as the star image is being
end, the output of discriminator 32 is fed to a toggle detected.
input terminal of flipflop 59, which includes comple- The output of discriminator 71 is applied as an en-
mentary outputs on leads 61 and 62 that are fed to gate able input to gate 72 which passes the output of ampli-
58. Gate 58 responds to the complementary outputs of 60 fier 31 as long as the discriminator is deriving a binary
flipflop 59 so that in response to the flipflop being in a one level. Thereby, the output of gate 72 is a replica of
binary zero state, as indicated by a non-zero voltage on the output of photomultiplier tube 26 for the time dura-
lead 61 to the exclusion of lead 62, gate 58 is closed; tion while the photomultiplier tube is detecting a star
in response to flipflop 59 being in a set state, whereby having an intensity associated with at least +3 magni-
a non-zero signal is derived on lead 62 to the exclusion 65 tude stars.
of lead 61, gate 58 is open so that clock pulses from os- The output of gate 72 is applied to peak detector 73
cillator 45 can be fed to nine-stage recirculating binary which immediately derives an output signal equal to the
elevation counter 63. amplitude of the output of gate 72. After gate 72 is dis-
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abled, peak detector 73 maintains its output for an in- required for a single star to pass between slits 24 and
terval sufficiently long to enable electronic circuitry re- 25, a time duration typically set to equal 50 millisec-
sponsive to the peak detector output to respond to a onds.
change in the photomultiplier tube output, but for a To these ends, the output of AND gate 78 is applied
time interval that is relatively short compared to the 5 in parallel to input terminals of 50 millisecond one shot
time required for a star image to pass from slit 24 to slit circuit 81 and AND gate 82. In response to an output
25. Typically, peak detector 73 derives an output for of AND gate 78, one shot circuit 81 derives a binary
approximately 10 microseconds after gate 72 has been one level having a duration of 50 milliseconds. The out-
disabled, put of one shot circuit 81 is applied as an enable input

The output of peak detector 73 is applied to a voltage 10 to AND gate 82, so that the AND gate derives a pulse
divider network, illustrated as potentiometer 74 having in response to each pulse output of AND gate 78 during
a slider 75. Thereby, the amplitude of the peak detec- the 50 millisecond interval while one shot 81 is deriving
tor 73 is attenuated by a predetermined amount, typi- a binary one level.
cally 50 percent. The attenuated output of peak detec- To detect if a pulse is derived by AND gate 82 during
tor 73 is compared with the output of amplifier 31 in 15 the 50 millisecond period while one shot circuit 81 is
amplitude comparator and pulse generator 76. Ampli- activated, the output pulse of AND gate 82 is used to
tude comparator and pulse generator 76 derives a pulse increment the two-bit counter and decoder 83. In re-
having a predetermined duration and amplitude in re- sponse to three pulses being derived by AND gate 82,
sponse to the signal on slider 75 being greater than the flipflop 84 is activated to the set state by the output of
signal derived from amplifier 31. The signal on slider 20 the two-bit counter and decoder 83, which indicates
75 can exceed the output of amplifier 31 only for the that three pulses were derived from photomultiplier
10 microsecond duration immediately following dis- tube 26 within a 50 milliseconds interval, which in turn
abling of gate 72, i.e., for the 10 microseconds after the is indicative of a star cluster. The set state of flipflop 84
trailing edge of a pulse being derived by photomulti- is derived as the output of more than one star detector
plier tube 26. Because the comparison input to com- 25 36 which is applied in parallel to shift register stage 37
parator 76 derived from slider 75 is dependent upon and the reset input of flipflop 59.
the amplitude of the light intensity of the received radi- If more than three star pulses are detected within the
ation image, the system is provided with a normalized 50 millisecond interval while one shot 81 is in the bi-
reference and low intensity noise signals derived from nary one state, additional pulses are applied to the two-
tube 26 which cannot produce false indications of ce- 3° bjt counter and decoder 83 but the state of flipflop 84
lestial bodies being detected. is not changed. The two-bit counter and decoder 83,

The output of amplitude comparator and pulse gen- however, is reset after the 50 millisecond interval has
erator 76 is coupled to the remainder of the circuitry been completed by connecting the output of one shot
only if the pulse generator derives a signal in response circuit 81 to a reset input terminal of two-bit counter
to a star image being detected, to the exclusion of a 35 and decoder 83. The reset input terminal of two-bit
large body being detected. To this end, 900 microsec- counter and decoder 83 responds only to the trailing
ond one shot circuit 77 and AND gate 78 are provided. edge of the output of one shot circuit 81, whereby the
One shot circuit 77 is responsive to the leading edge of two-bit counter and decoder is restored to its initial
the output of amplitude discriminator 71 and derives a condition so that it can be utilized again to indicate the
voltage level for 900 microseconds in response to the 40 occurrence of a star cluster.
leading edge. The 900 microseconds pulse has a time While there has been described and illustrated one
duration greater than the time duration required for a specific embodiment of the invention, it will be clear
star image to cross either of slits 24 or 25, but less than that variations in the details of the embodiment specifi-
the time duration of a large celestial body radiation cally illustrated and described may be made without
image to cross the slits. Since the one shot circuit 77 is departing from the true spirit and scope of the inven-
responsive only to the leading edge of the output of am- tion as defined in the appended claims,
plitude discriminator 71, the one shot circuit derives a I claim:
binary one level for a time interval greater than the 1. A system for telemetering azimuth and elevation
time required for a star image to pass either of slits 24 signals from a spacecraft spinning at a relatively con-
and 25, but less than the time interval required for a stant angular velocity about a spacecraft vertical axis
large body image to pass either slit. The binary one out- comprising an optical system having a relatively narrow
put of one shot circuit 77 is applied as an enable input field of view and an optical axis displaced from the
to AND gate 78, the other input of which is responsive spacecraft axis and a spacecraft horizontal plane
to the pulse output of amplitude comparator and pulse „ whereby star images cross the optical field of view as
generator 76. Since amplitude comparator and pulse the spacecraft rotates, transducer means responsive to
generator 76 effectively responds to the trailing edge of the star images in the field of view for deriving an elec-
a radiation image detected by photomultiplier tube 26, trical signal in response to a star image impinging
which is the only time when the voltage on slider 75 ex- thereon, said optical system including a reticle having
ceeds the output voltage of amplifier 31, the output of ,Q a pair of fiducial lines which are relatively oriented so
the pulse generator 76 is'fed through the AND gate 78 that the rotation angle required for a star to cross from
only if a star image is detected to the exclusion of a one fiducial line to the other is a function of star eleva-
large body image. tion angle, a telemetry frame clock source independent

The star image output of AND gate 78 is fed to more of the spin velocity, means responsive to the frame
than one star detector 36. Basically, more than one star 65 clock source and the electric signal for deriving a first
detector 36' includes circuitry for indicating if more digital signal indicative of the time between the begin-
than two star images are detected by photomultiplier ning of each clock frame and the time each star image
tube 26 in a time period less than the maximum period crosses a first of the lines, means responsive to the elec-
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trie signal for deriving a second digital signal indicative
of the time between adjacent occurrences of a star
image crossing from the first line to the other line, said
first and second digital signals being indicative of star
azimuth and elevation angles, means responsive to the 5
electric signal for deriving a digital indication that three
or more star images occurred in less than a predeter-
mined interval, said predetermined interval being sub-
stantially equal to the maximum time for only one star
to cross between the lines, said digital indication 10
thereby indicating a star cluster being detected, means
for combining said digital indication with the first and
second digital signals, and means for reading out the
resulting digital signals.

2. The system of claim 1 wherein the body of said ret- 15
icle is opaque and said lines are transparent to radiant

energy from optical images.
3. The system of claim 2 wherein the electric signal

deriving means includes means for deriving a replica
of radiant energy for optical images impinging on the
transducer means, said replica having leading and trail-
ing edges occurring at the beginning and end of the pe-
riod when an optical image crosses a fiducial line,
means responsive to the trailing edge of the signal oc-
curring only within a predetermined time after the
leading edge for indicating a star image impinging on
the transducer means, said predetermined time being
greater than the time required for a star image to im-
pinge on the transducer means, and less than the time
required for a large image to impinge on the transducer
means.
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